
Vegetable Plant Descriptions 

Tomatoes 

AMISH PASTE TOMATO  Red, solid, few seeds, variable shape. Excellent for sauce, Good 
for everything tomato! 
 
BLACK CHERRY TOMATO Sweet and robust; very dark purple. High yielding; adds 
interest to salads! 
 
CHEROKEE PURPLE TOMATO  Dark, rosy purple; soft and juicy. Large fruit; harvest 
slightly before fully ripe 
 
GERMAN STRAWBERRY TOMATO  Deep pink/red;  Solid, excellent flavor. Resembles a 
giant strawberry  
 
GREEN ZEBRA TOMATO  Clusters of amber and green striped fruit; Vivid-green interior 
flesh; medium size 
 
HOWARD GERMAN TOMATO  Red, elongated shape, pointed end; Meaty, few seeds; 
sweet and tasty  
 
MAMMOTH GERMAN GOLD TOMATO  Yellow with red striping; fruit up to 2 lb. Excellent, 
sweet flavor  
 
MORTGAGE LIFTER TOMATO  Red/deep pink, beefsteak type; Sweet flavor; good yields 
of large fruit 
 
RED BRANDYWINE TOMATO  Red, medium sized, slightly lobed; Great flavor; staff 
favorite! 
 
RED PEAR TOMATO  Bright red, 2" pear-shaped; Firm; rich tomato flavor  
 
RIESENTRAUBE TOMATO  Prolific, 1 - 1 1/2"  cherry tomato;   Juicy, sweet; great for 
snacking and salad  
 
SAN MARZANO TOMATO  Red, plum shape; 2"x 3", Italian heirloom; Very productive, 
firm paste tomato  
 
YELLOW PEAR TOMATO  Small, lemon-yellow, 1 1/2" pear-shaped fruit; Mild flavor; 
snacking and salad tomato  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Peppers 
 
AURORA PEPPER, Medium hot; Dwarf, ornamental fruits ripen from purple to orange to 
red. Held upright on compact plants; beautiful! 
 
BULL NOSE PEPPER, Sweet pepper; excellent flavor; productive 3 - 4" green fruits 
mature to red. 
 
CALIFORNIA WONDER PEPPER, Sweet and mild; four-lobed square fruit.Large green 
fruits mature to red. 
 
CHOCOLATE PEPPER, Thick fleshed, sweet;  5" elongated fruit; Matures to beautiful 
chocolate hue. 
 
HINKELHATZ PEPPER, "Chicken Heart," wrinkled, 2" long; Fiery hot; green fruit matures 
to bright red. 
 
JALAPENO PEPPER, Very hot; 3" long, smooth, thick-walled fruit. Use at any stage from 
green to red. 
 
MARCONI RED PEPPER, Gigantic, sweet red fruit; grows to 12" long; Excellent for eating 
fresh or fried. 
 
SWEET BANANA PEPPER, 'Golden Treasure';  9" long with pointed end; Matures from 
green to yellow. 
 
WEAVER'S STUFFING PEPPER, Small, 1 1/2" in diameter; Sweet, snacking pepper; 
matures to red; very productive. 
 
Eggplants 
 
DIAMOND EGGPLANT, Dark purple, 9" long; 3" in diameter; Excellent texture and flavor   
 
ROSA BIANCA EGGPLANT, Italian heirloom; Creamy white with pink-purple stripes; 
Tender, thin skin.	  


